New study shows poor imitators in the
animal world may have the last laugh
23 June 2011, by Bob Yirka
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(PhysOrg.com) -- In what at first might seem to be
a deficit, being a lousy imitator of another species
to avoid being eaten, Czech Republic
arachnologist Stano Pekar, shows that the
opposite might be true. In a paper he and his team
have published on The American Naturalist, he
describes how a species of spider that looks sort of
like an ant, winds up being less liable to be eaten
than are other spiders that are much better
imitators.

spiders were more likely to be eaten by which
predators, and watching the results over time, the
team was able to very clearly see that the spiders
that looked very much like ants were very often
eaten by ant predators, but seldom by predator
spiders. On the other hand, those spiders that did a
poor job of imitating the ants were seldom eaten by
anteaters, and because they did look somewhat
like ants, they were seldom eaten by the predator
spider either, which showed that their shoddy
mimicking skills wound up making them more safe
in general than perhaps other spiders that did a
better job at looking like ants.
The study throws mud on most previous theories
that suggest animals and insects evolve mimicking
skills to protect themselves mainly from one type of
predator, and thus, those that do a poor job, are
simply confused or are constantly trying to adjust to
some new type of predator.
Pekár concludes in the paper that species such as
the spider studied might have other adaptations in
addition to their masquerading skills, such as
longer legs to help them run faster, that lesson their
deception skills, but increase their chances of
survival overall, making them perhaps look silly at
times, but once all is said and done, safer than they
would be otherwise.

Pekár writes that because some animals, or
insects live in environments where there are
multiple kinds of predators out to eat them, some,
such as certain kinds of spiders, evolve in ways
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that mimic ants, which many of its predators don't Lutz Fromhage, Marie E. Herberstein, Is the
like to eat, but not so much so that animals that do Evolution of Inaccurate Mimicry a Result of
like to eat ants, will eat them.
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a bunch of different kinds of ants and spiders and
brought them into a lab along with some ant
Abstract
predators. Some of the spiders were good ant
AbstractSeveral hypotheses have been put forward
imitators, some were poor ant imitators, and some to explain the evolution of inaccurate mimicry. Here
were spiders that fed on other spiders; the other
we investigated the novel hypothesis that
predators in the experiment.
inaccurate mimicry (in color and shape) is
After setting up various scenarios to see which

maintained by opposing selective pressures from a
suite of different predators: model-aversive visually
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oriented predators and model- and mimicspecialized predators indifferent to mimetic cues.
We hypothesize that spiders resembling ants in
color and shape escape predators that typically
avoid ants but fall prey to ant-eating predators. We
tested whether inaccurate myrmecomorphic spiders
are perceived as their models by two types of
predators and whether they can escape from these
predators. We found that model-specialized (anteating) predators captured mimics significantly less
frequently than their ant models, because mimics
changed their behavior by fleeing predatory
attacks. The fastest escape was found in less
accurate mimics, indicating a negative association
between visual resemblance and effectiveness of
defenses. In trials with spider-eating predators,
mimics were not captured more frequently than
their models. The quality of defensive mechanisms
appears to result from opposing selection forces
exerted by the predator complex: mimics are more
accurate (in color and shape) in microhabitats
dominated by model-aversive predators and less
accurate in microhabitats with model- and mimicspecialized predators
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